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KENTUCKY: Fair with'inild.
yr treapegaturee in-orast
trim tonight. Friday, increase
ieg cloudiness iith little
in
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YOUR 'PROGRESSIVE HO Itsg NEWSPAPER FOR Oa ER HALF A CENTURY

United Press

charity thss, for the Breds and- 'Miss America:_ .
Scoring Honors . Smith
a free throw for Memphis i's
the half way mark was reached in Feted At Dinner,
Go To Subs
, the second half with Murray. leading 48-25.
Basketball Game
Each
Team
From
Herrold got a rebound and a

come

*turndt in-

Sanr. and of St.

<!
EEK

. 27c
.16c
. 13c
. 1Sc
.40c

-Vol. XIX.; NO.

MURRAY POPULATION-- 8187

174

•

Reforestation, Begins

Thoroughbreds Take Easy Victory From
Memphis State In 22nd GanteiN Series

f the

1948

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon Ja

1Tree Planting Prow s lattnc
County Extension Office Her:
v..Jnipment
Pastor
Nashville
WLW To Honor

•• _

$

Due Soon For
Winter Planting

To Speak Here
Tomorrow Night

Radio Inventor
On Program

•.
Dr. W. F. Powell;-pastor of the
•
A drive to get Calloway County
good shot for Murray followed by
First Baptist' fthurch. Nashville,
;Many Murray residents 'Were on
By DON BRUMBAUGH
WLW, "The Nation's Station," Tenn.. will speaks--at the First Bap- Farmers to ,plant young pine and
crip by Sehmillipger, for Mem- hand last night to welcome Barand
Cincinnati,
will
honor
Murray
locust trees was opened _today OY
Zadia Herrold hit thenets for 12 phis. Loughary hit a.free toss and bara Jo Walker_, "Mist--.America"
Nathan B. Stubblefield in a feature;i night, Friday, at 2:30. '
the county agent's office here.
points as the Murray State Thor- Koffman a -pivot shot. Wendry- of 1947, and her parents. Mr.' gnd
radio program "Builders of DesDr.,..Ponrell is comieg to the First The project is under the direction
aughbreds defeated the _Memphis hoski made good a rebound for Mrs. R. H. Walker, back Jo this
tiny" Thursday evening. Jenuary--, Baptist Church to chase a steward- of -S. V. Foy, county agent, a14
State Tigers by a 61-45 ctihnt at the Murray. SChmillinger get anothee• community..
7:45,
15.- at 7:15
ksiatgrthatithie whith will ead to- R. K. Kelley,- county spits tfasist,free Pitaboanit--Wayee Franklin hit . Miss Iyal ker.. was_ a _guest of _the
Carr Health Building last Mehl
bblefield-a
-Describing-.
-morrow night with his message.
ant.
Johnny "Red" Reagan clumped-It kuag eel shut for Memphis: Smith Kipa pi Journalism ' Club,at the
true' Budder of Destin_y who-has
Over 150.000 seedlings have been
end churches ..; ve
---* free toes-ae live mieuiea
doe'
or.ere or win er planting. Kilbsy
leading
53-33.
been
limited
to
hear
Murray
Dr.
Powell
et-,
a
dinner
Festivities
included
834
which
all-time
total
to
boost his
the narrator will tell a dramatized
since- he is an' outstanding speaker announced. These will arrive in
is one point above Red Burdette's . Tom Peeler hit a free toss for the Womans Club Hoak. the Mur- •
story of the life of Murray's pion- well-wn throughout the
South: Murray some time during the last
game,and
raY-Memphis
bas
ball
Koffman
-a
similar
shot
Murray,
mark of 833 fot 80 games which
eer in radio. The story will begin
part of this moth or the first,
Fine-Arts
Lounge
of
•dance
at
the
a
Harrold
a
short
for
Memphis
andwas the -second highest in the hisin 1872 when Stubblefield was • A
of February.
college.
,
/
•
the
shot
Murray
as
the
board
set
for
tory of the school.
mere boy and it Will continue
Agricurture •officials are hopeful
halves-at the basketball
Detwe
through his tragic, death in March,
Rex Alexander started the game read .56-34. Koffman hit a jump
that the...TS:cord- of 560.000 trees.
: four minutes of shot, Snow a free throw, ond Her- game 7Miss America" was 'pre1928.
fd'r 1 Murray after
planted last . year by .Calloway. •-•
-scoreless play with .a set of crip rold a cap to make.the score 50- sented with a bouquet 'of long- RECEIVING TREES to begin reclamation of 12.900- acres of arid land
J. Fredrick Doering. Morehead.
farmers
be broken. The re-'
36:
'
.
roses
Beauty
American.
s)clnqied
Kelley.
who
farmer.
R.
K
Wood.
local
is
Harvey
inCallowayCounty.
a
that
added
WLW
Reagan
Ky.,
sent
the
letter
to
Johnny
"•Shero.
cord planting last year was the
I I 14
•
Memphis
put.
on
-aLbelat.id
rally
Merrayteam.
ofthe
captain
y
the
program
by
program.
particular
a
trip
charge
of
the
the
suggested
pale, of crips followed by
is handing,him die bundle. is in
/
best record -for any one count.
and piled Lip seems& points.
-Johnnyt 'Reagan- Professor__ Fred
_
for the -"Builders of Destiny"
71ni Peaiee to give the Breds a W• :
in the state.
Mayor
George
Smith
Hart
will
getting
a
short
setahnt.
offattend
cereas
Shiar-alleted
master-W-assisted
series. Amoung those who
O lead after seven minutes of play.
The pine and locust seedlings aril
the first of a series of Member
man,a pair- of free throws„ fimill- monies.
in preparing the se-ript were Dr.
furnished free of charge by TVA,
Bobby Boaz, former St. Mary's inger a pivot shot and- Moyes a
Relations
report
meetings
to
inwelcomed
Earle
Clements
Gov.
Rainey T. Wells, Vernon-Stubbleand can be Ordered through 'the
star.'started the ball rolling for ctiai-ity toss. Charlie Snow dumpMiss Walkar,-bacat to Kentucky on
field Sr, Bernard Stubblefield, form businessmen of-this area of Cosinty - Extension- -Office. Order,Memphis with a pivot shot 'fol- ed in the last two points With a
he
-work
and
activiti
the occasion of her visit to MurTom Lamb, and L. J: Hortin. .
are still being Taken for the
lowed bq. a charity toss-'by Neil crip and Murray closed-the
of the Kentucky Chamber of ,Com„.„.
reyher -birthplace.. -14M-telegeam
n
Dave Brawn, Ciecieati.
7a-nuary delivery. hut anyonuwtshe
Koffman.
merce.
The
meeting
has
been
called
work with a 61-43 win which was said; •
of the continuity department of
be sure of receiving 'trees .
Zadia Herrold datstpea in a short the .fiftb- of the season. The loss
for Wednesday. January 14. in ing to
"As governor of Kentucky. I welWLW. was writer of the script.
in the next shipment should place
set shot' and a jump shot to give was the second in asn'many nights come you back to your native state
Paducah
by
Zone
Chairman
WillMiss
Amelia Stanton, home
MEMPHIS, Tenn, Jan. 8 (UP1- B. M. Matteson is continuity actheir orders as soon as possible,
Murray a 14-3 lead at the 10 min- for Memphis who has two wins.
iam B. Young.
and rejoice in the national recogni- home economist for. TVA. spoke Earl T. Ricks. of Hot Springs Ark.. ceptance .editor.
.
_
said Kelley. ..
'Ines or half way mark.
Plans
also
will
be
laid
at
this
1-iheups:
tion that has been accorded you as on home lighting or planned lightaT_onight. we honor the town of
The ("mint,' _ Extensiort Office
accepted an 80 minute flying job
Randall Smith atored_e.
Murray
: _ee1s:411.W
Miss America -of- 1947, whiah.-Once ing for better -seeing, at ,the
tiiat of meeting for activating state cham- is located at 200' Maple Street
Mairay,
without
pay
today
to
help
hieingpitch for Memphis as s-ilayàld Peeler - - -•
ber membership campaign among
or
substantiates Kentucky'S regular meeting- --of. th.e. PTA a t
Calloway Countysind the hcime of
next-to the Farris Loose Leaf
and Alexander f
Loughary hit a long set sh
•
0 0 4 fame for beautiful &loll: gracious Murrey High School yesterday urate flight service out of the Murray State College." the narra- the businessmen in the Cities and Tobacco Floor. Any county farmer
Harry McGrath a pivot shot and a Frank.
-I women. Congratulations and best afternoon. -0 1 Ifamous Spa between St. Louis and tor-will Sey "Murray is a quiet towns in the-a-13 counties c'erm- or land owner ii eligible to receive
One, Young stated.
free toss.
Loushary
2. 2 1.4
wishes." town...a good *place to live... prising Zone
Miss Stantoq. showed several Chicago.
charge.
Brent Hart, Madisonville coal the trees free of
Howard Street ,.dumped in a Cavender
1 0 0 t 2
and a town with a rich heritage
slides of mode?ri homes and demThe seedlings can be used for
The
dapper.
41-year-old
aviation
executive
and
head
cif
company
-.trip for Memphisa-and Paul Haynes Reagan (C) g
• - 4002.8
toand a bright promise. But
ne•idritted the proper use of bulbs
erosion control. replanting old
:-1 free throwrLoughary hlt an- McGrath
erilhusiast and wartime flyer who night, we are pleased to speak the state . membership committee,
-T.. 3
•a 4
and lamp shades for maximum
woods, or establishing new woods.
along
with
will
attend
the
meeting.
other crip 8cd' Murray followed by Snow t-'
- I; 4 3
- 5
1
behind
an
ex-G.'
election
won
lighting.
of a citizen of Murray . a scienThere are 12,000f acres of orid land
of
the
KenLouis
Quinn.
Secretary
a rebound' shot by Jack Schthille Cain
•
3 0 0 2 6
latter
in Calloway Count' which should
Music for Cie program was un- "anti-gambling" campaign will pal- tist and inventor . .in the
ingerior Memphis. Cult Cavender McKee •
•
1 0 0 1 2
and the tucky Chamber of Conuaerce. mod 'be reclaimed by Othrestation.'
der the direction If Miss Mary °Pei* "City of Hot 'Springs" to- part of the 19th century
of
Krieger.
Director
Marvin
W.
hit njunip shot for Murray to give Phillips
_,.-_
OOti t
century
Transplanting of trees during
Elizabeth Roberts who directed morrow from here to his home early part of the present
Member Relations for that organ7
them a 234 lead with five militates Herrold
1 0 2 12
His name is Nathan Stubblefield"
the winter, provided thiNgrontid
group singing. by the sixth grarle
in
offices
has
its
ization,•which
-to play in the half.
Wendryhoskr
city. Then he, will turn over the
-2 1 -03 2 1..013 ANGELES. Jan. 8 all"):::
Among those having dramatized
. is._ not frozen- -too deeply,
together with -the entire grou' p.
Lou-Wyllie-- Kenny Cain hit a crip and
Pagtt
, tuuttuis of the 21 passenger DC-3 "Parts" in the story of Nathan
Valley's Scotty's secret-1MM
Tensenended,by W!- Ea-A short business session - we
will
that
the
meeting
Young
said
'shot, Jimmy Frank a free throw. Pewee g
2 1- 0 2 4 Mine" was dead today. -will be
to a regular Chicago and Southern Stubblefield over
Parker,
extension forester of the -Un
Mrs.
E.
C.
conducted
by
the
Irvin
Cobb
s
tart
at
7:30
,p2m.
at
as
Murray
another,
crip.
•
and _Cain
pioneer-- The itie Mr, Downey. Mei--Getter,- lir" -Albert 94--- Mtri°12.-- 75. chairman of the organization. Rev.' pilot who will
Hotel and will adjourn at pine of -Kentucley: College" of Agitru
. put on a Set•en pointrally.,
99:19 9 24 et Chicago millionaire. who admitted George Bell spoke briefly on edu- lines first commercial flight to Rainey T. Wells,--Bernard Stubblelortlics.
.
ture and Herne ECOr
_._ •
a'clock.
Schmillinger got another rebound
.....
field (son of the inventor), and
Chicago.
a
10 years ago he was the source of v.-non.
Trees:, he says. may be safely
.
and hit the basket followed by the Memphis State
Doing
Colonel
.
,
unidentified
-mesh=
ft Rho Pt. di the money the- grizzled .4piner had
Ricks,
a
formai
Other
various
- transplanted in fall and .pring.
.4others of fourth and fifth
same play with Charles McKee tak- Crook
wi,11
nine
bett10
gtats.
1 1 1
I been throwing, around .since 1905.
o '
"these is no' better time of the
grade pupils were hostesses. The who won
;ng the honors for Murray.
'
0 0 0 'Scotty
Poeletti
Walter Scott- alwave home-room teachers. Mrs. Modelle fly the 180 miles via Little Rock
Cr -1.-4
year to transnlant trees than riellt
Tom Peeler hit a jump shot for Schmillinger
6 5 i 0 13 said the money came from a hiddei. Outland. and Miss Laurine Tarry, to Spa
now .n until the ground freezes
Murray and Schmillinger another Hayme.
..., 0 1 1 1
1 gold mire in Death -Valley. tr
,` The Mayor was invited to help
to some denth.
-- presided at the tea table.
rebound as the half ended with Smith c ......,-. 2 5 3 1
7, wasn't until 1937 that he admitted
Aprrroximately 100 members and inaugurate the service in view of,
-Trees transplanted- during the
Murray leading 34-13.
0
0
0
2
0
Mendrop•
under oath that Johnson had been guests were pregent at the meeting. his "ten years of piloting ,experfall and -early winter season, beMonday.
TutsMurray
sales
--for
•-Charlie Snow started the second Moyes g
1 1 1 2 3 giving him the money purely beience."
ciente Isetter established in the soil
half for Murray y.a.th a a free toss Boaz f
1 1 0 1 2 cause he got a kick out of watch. Ricks' final army assignment 'ay and Wednesday of this seek: -.The- Murray Fire Davao:m.4o chiOng the dormant period of the.
MARMITE' AT A GLANCE
Total
Ave.
up in Franklin (C.7 g .....,_ 1 2 0 0 2
Pounds
•
and Johnny Reagan h..
+dna
even
have
time
for
a
breather
•
.
entailed the return of '700 fourting Scotty spend it.
winter months and the tree roots
to give Murray a 37-;„13 lead in the Koffrren
,
Stocks irregularly higher -IS- engined aircraft to the United raoran __ 372.650 $100.708 63 527 r hetween calls early this afternoon. are reads to start feeding and
. f ..e..........o 2 - 0 4- 4 A . Johnson- died at a itclpital yes85.832 88 27 65
Witte, hit' a
opening minutes.
- States. To do this he set up the ;rowers 310.635
,
Two grass frog - were reported_
•
0 6 3 le'll terday after a brief illnesi.' Ser- quiet trading.
pring _season "Alai -793,844 59 28 31' shortly after lunch. and white the. growing in the
jump shot for Memphis and Pearce Street
1 1 - 11 - l'' 2 vices will be held SI:clay at
Bonds higher; U. S. Governments longest over water .-flighti. Prom Outland 33O.605
to put buts. buds and
they
start
29
19
95,888 25
hit- a crap for Murray..
Oakley
Oaseks were oui two hone calls new wood.
. 2 1 b 3 4 Forest Lawn. and he will
Australia to India'. across the Planters 328,495
buried Ready:
51.400.86 27.78 came. in.
Randall Smith hit a set shot and
Curb stocks irregularly higher.
Indian Ocean, A distance of 3.600 Farris _ 185,015
at Oberlin, 0.
_
"There is an added advantage in •
Tommy Crook a tree pitch for
16 25 11 17 43 ' "Scotty paid me back in laughs,"
Silver. unchanged in New York miles.
At 215 both fire trucks rushed fall tree planting. especially on the
Memphis fidloyed by a free throw .Officials: Hickman Elluncan, Nash- Johnson
to
cents
a
fine
ounce.
the
from
in
the
coldischarge
North
Third
Street.
After
his
always. said. '"for Ma
farm. This is due to the 'fact
by John Padgett_to give Murray 1$• vine. Tenn.; Porter- Webb. Nash- tent I ever gave -hiric.'77 Cotlon futures tower:mod district. where ,a fire had got- feaa- emery there is greater -set,
itir Transport Command. Ricks
40-18 lead after five minutes ot sjjlle, Tenn.
Wheat,
corn,
'Chicago:
candidate
Grains
in
Mayorality
the
became
good
start
on
the
home
of
ivity
ten a
The retired president of the Nain farm work during the
play in the second-half.
campaign of Hat
,
of the ex-G.
John Kinley.
tional Life Instirante Co. said he, oats and barley futures lower.
spring months and if tree planting
-.Reagan got 'a tip-in, Snow a free
"reform"
canP-111dNE TOLLS SAVED
Springs. He was the
Flames were corning out of the. is postponed until this time. the
started giving Scotty money in
UP)-PiroCHICAGO, Jan 8
shot, and Reagan a crip to give
Mr and Mrs Jack Sykes. Nancy didate, and succeded the former duce:
roof but the fire was brought under tree planting work is slighted ne
1902 when Scotty persuaded him .to
BOSTON
41..T.P.J.e-A
postcard
Murray a five point burst. Oakcattle to the desert for his health., and David returned Friday from a Mayor Leo McClaughlin who dePoultry:
18 trucks; unsettled; control shortly after the fire de- is not done at all..
Icy hit another jump Shot for Mem- Mailed from Dallas. Tex.. and ad- He remained in the back i.if Scot- 6:40 weeks vacatiop at Daytona dined to rue. McClaughlin faces fryers 38 to 42; Plymouth Rock and pertmerit arrived. However, the
phis followed by a jump shot.by dressed, "William A. Reardon, sol- ty's life, laughing to himself as le- Beach. Flit.
trial amw.on malconduct, in office. White Rock Springs 36; colored structure was declared a total loss. ,Last winter about 61- per cent
dier, telephone Capitol _7800, BoaHerruld 'for Murray.
Rends „snowballed about his hidden
spririsrs' 34.
Water damage added to the deatruc- of our total grain supply was fed
. was
ton."
delivered
prompty
to
Bobby Moyes hit a long set shot
gold mines and unbelievable
Cheese: Twins 44 1-2 to 45 1-2; fion caused by the flames
to livestock.
state
William
Reardon
of
the
A.
for
and Schrnilling,r a pivot shot
wealth..
single daisies 48 1-2'to 48: Swiss
a.
motor
vehicle
i
f
a
departineht.
•
Memphis.
McGnith- dun-sped
"We twee been partne7s," he
74 to 77.
laid. .:Scotty has .a great appetite
.Butter: 369163 lbs; weak: 93
for-Money. and I like tosive it to
score 81 1-2; 92 score 81 1-2: 90
.
•
-.
score 79: 89 score 78. Carlots: 90
.NEW YORK., Jan. 8' (UP)-Joe Louis signed -*May to defend his score 80, 89 score 79.
'.-..7Ohnson financed Scotty's 640,006. Slianish-mooriih c
:
:_tn bar- heavyweight title for the 20th_Century Club against Jersey Joe Walcott
ren Death Valley $knd
him at Or "another suitable contender at the New York ball park in June.
least $500,000.
Oared-that ---;-"After the signing ceremony at 20th Century hea.dauarters. Sol Strauss
out from coin-Clio(' kegs.
St
-acting director-said he hoped that arrangethents could be made to
.
-Scotty bought railroad tickets
stage the bout in Yankee Stadium on June 23.
ST. LOUIS NATION.
AL STOCKwith rolls ,of yellow-backed curLouis-WaledI
F
re_that
a
Box-office
men
at
20th
Century
estimated
YARDS, Jan. 8 (UP)-(-USDA)rel.'
. ' linseed bellboys $20, hired a
vestock:
s
ialatrain :for 'a record-breaking turn bout would draw .approitiniaterr100,000. Louis will-receive 40 per
Hogs 9,300,-,salable 9,007 weights
cro4sjgountry run, scattered guldeh cent of all net receipts. This includes gate, radio, television atie-mpvies.
.170 lbs and Up 25 to 50c lower than
ctiIi ever the Streets of Chicago,
L iy h te r
average Wednesday.
and bought a 225-horsepower ear
weights and sows steady_ to 25c
and a $.50,000 pipe organ.
ver; some pigs under 120 lbs Off
.4 •e• Rot a million dollar hole in
PORTLAND, Ore., Jan.- 8 ;UPi-Western Oregon rivers and streams Nore. Bulk -good and choice MI to
the ground," he told everybody
ef-rieh-faten-hmel-endolea
severe
who wondered te're"07-1Re 00 0
day. and authorities countea six dead as result of the rising waters.
loads, mdatly 190 to 230 lbs. Few
gold ame (gem,
I
early 27.75: 160 to 170 lbs 27-27.75;
"I eckon I've spent $8,000,000.
430 to 150 lbs 2410 to 26.75; 100 to
but I' e. gtial got'a good-size,I bank120 lb. 20.75 too 2175; good eiewii
roll. 141t. Everytime I need a Ii
450 down 24.50-25; Over 450 lbs
monet I just .grinal up some nore
object
bulb-shaped
(UP)
-A
bridht,
Tenn.,
Jan.
8
VILLE,
NA
1
23.75 to 24.50: stags 17.50 to 21.
rock."
- -,
6f speculation about Cattle 3.200, salable .3.000: calves
The olden fountain's source Was seemingly directly above the sun started a flurryuncove
when Scotty's wife sued comets throughout a wide section of solidi-ern Kentuelty. and middle Ten- 1,200, all salable. Little more than
1-2 doten toads of steers i-n sale.
‘ him for alimony. He said he didn't nessee late yesterday - and revived "flying saucer" talk.
have a çime.
.
The abject was sighted at Clarksville. Nashville, and Columbia in Mahet active and fully steady on
medium to good offerings at 27 to
"Hate you ever- owned amine?" middle Tennessee, and at several points in southern Kentucky.
29; butcher yearlings in light suphe was 'sked.
Nsiiville astronomers identified the object as "some sort of balloon,"
ply and firm; Medium to good
"Nope,4.' he said.
probably.a weather station balloon. The Nashville weather bureau said: largely 20 to 27; cows active and
"Did y u ever,sell any gold!"
"Not ours. Ours burst and dropped its instruments right on schedule."
unevenly strong to. higher. A few
rNope."
Dr. Carl K. Seygert, Vanderbilt University astronomet, said he good cows 19-22; .comtimil and meoi"If he as a Aold mine," John- '
lon said, ,I'm ICI
.
. thought the object was.ettout five-inire-s- high. An observer from a radio dium beef cows 16-18; canners and
cutters 13 to 1575, bulls firm:. beef .
Scotty still livth'in a cabin near tower estimated the height of the object at about 6.000 feet.
bulls 21 50 to 22: sausage Lulls 21
the $3.000,1t castle Johnson built
down, good and choice vealers $2
ere was no indication
NEW LIFE FOR NEW YEAR-With lunds provided by the _ for tern.
to $4 loi.ver at 26 to 35 common
heftier he \ planyied to attend the,,
March of Dimes It was possible for the RehailtlitatIon InstiELL(aGrR-DIANIOND AND LINKS -Ralph KIner, Pittsand medium steady to $1 lower at
funeral.
.
tute, Bellevue Hospital, to make a study of 500 'Polio Cases
I'
burgh Pirate outfielder and National League slugging chamL'
WASHINGTON, Jan.
Min-Secretary of State. George C. MarIn relation to rehabilitation, and Many_ hOUSe-bdui:d vlctImi
pion, keeps nis eyes sharp with some putting in the, backyard
Sheep 3,100. salable 2,500; reAbout,- 35 Whirs in- Madison
will-start a hew life In 1948. Here, Coamo Violante watelles
-made an all-or-nothing appeal to Congress today t9 approve the ,celpts .nclude three decks yearling
shall
of his Alhambra, OCif., home before leaving for ,the golf
com'rty vrtred1thter-tobeet93 -Stripa.
la "critical in wetherie balance „ mostly wooled
Rose Ann Via and AtiCe Helwig.Show how they would,leave a
course. 0011 and galening are the, Pirate slugger's winter
ing rooms for electricity in 1047, European recoveity program because the. World. situation
•• 2
o a
bus without outside help.
oat- .
lambs. No early sale&
the extreme.'-'
hobbies.
•
many using flhorescent lamps.
a
.
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Member Relations
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THIS YEAR, AS IN EVERY FOURTH YEAROFOUR HISTORY,
WE AMERICANS WILL BE CALLED UPON TO ELECT A
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Parent* Blamed For Vandalism For
'They Cave Their Children So Much'

,
ty farin
reages_
rv.
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ATLANTA, Ga.. Jan. 7 (U131-A •
jeeeing sociologist and educator Girl Stout executive front New
said today- that the socially-pcomi- York- who joined the Vistc,end
r,T parerilt Of five- "thrtititide" used to head a stenographic pool at
here Ix wrecking- auto- Ft. Benning.
risted
mobiles and other vandalism were
"She sli,iieri zee=
nsisr partially to blame becaliee
permitted to leave her Girl Scout
so
'children
their
much."
gave
..tliey
Job," he said, -because She was
Dr. Allen Albert told the United
doing a thousand times more good
-that
peculiar"
not
the
is
Press."R
than she could have done in a hun.wantonly
of
de•.cutprits in a wave
dred hitehes in the Army"
• structive acts turned -out to be the
The five yeuths arrested in con. children of prentinent parents.nection' with the. vendalism here
, Dr. Albert is-hetid of. the seri- are free on bond
and face a hearologf- department ,of Emory Uni- ing
in recorders' court this afterversity here and a member of the noon.
citizens crime prevention committee of Atlanta.
. "Given so much by their parents,"
Dr. Albert said, "they sought for
something that their parents could
•
not give thent"
Police yesterday arrested five
teen-age sons of well-to-4o Atlanta
families wile admitted wrecking a
score of automobiles and committing
other -destruction during the last
weekend of their Christmas vacation.
Federal authorities became interill
'esssted in the case today when the
IsseN„.admitted overturning mail-
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burley tobacco. reported by County .:
Agent ,Hufth Hurst. include Bureis • Ilurchell: whose 4.4$0' pounds,
grown on,Iwo nod a-tenth acres, .---:--1-`, • -•
sold for $2.442.52, ife turned un- der -s_erimson clover. vetch and ..a

•./

1.011111111r4r.,,\

aaplied coMplete fertirrier with
,wheat 3101 saad alSo in the row. "•
. Other returns in Pulaski county' John Sears, 1.214 pounds on six-. _
tenths of an acre. soiling for, $681,- .
78. Incledect„,were• 160 pounds cifdetest: whieh-Ineamght--$87-.06.
He used 000 pounds , of • 3'-9-6
fertilizer and 600 pteinds of superphosphate.
_
Hewey Nurfleet. 2.887 pounds -to
-an acre and a half. averaging
$54.33 a hundred. Plants were set
20 -inches apart in rows 42 inched
apart. He turned under a ,cove•r
. tcrop and applied .1.100 pounds ui
.
• fertilizer. Craig Poynter. 2.258 pounds _on
an acre and a half, selling for an
.average of $5350 a' hundred.
)
Jeter Wall*. 1,916 pounds on
nine-tenths of ari acre. Averaging
$53.05.
- •W. G. and Lester Cummins, 1.826 pounds on 'an acre and •

NNW Is t 101.41 Iabs• flrodheaY.

foot of his beet-13y the grapevine certainly know hole to move
CHAPTER I
nurses on this around."
MELTON slipped into method, all theefficient Miss Mel"Thanks," she retorted. "You
floor knew their
and
uniform
white
stiff
all her
ton was in love with the wealthy may watch me walk from the
room!"
had
a
roadster
at
young man whose fast
adjusted her nurse's cap
a telephone
For the first few weeks, trerffulse
perky angle. As _she looked in landed him against
pole and into 604 with a broken remained steady. and bar manner
the mirror,she wished she had
leg, cracked ribs, and various cuts Ig83 as crisp as her. starsagel unisome claim to glamour. The and bruises. Linda would have form. But when Chan waT'able to
belittle,
a
her
teen surprised to know they dis- sit up, to walk about a little, she
wish surprised
cause she had never before r:15.sed what she thought was a began to linger to talk with him.
secret.
Now. as she entered his room.
considered glamour a requisite
Mary Bowling. In charge of the she asked him. eagerly. "How are
for successful nursing - but floor, beckoned as she saw Linda you feeling?"
then, Charming Lockhart had and they moved into the office to"I've been thinking all day I'd
not been a patient in 604 un- gether. Linda's glance went to the die," he groaned. "but now that
a you're here. I think I'll live!"
where
wall,
the
on
board
call
of
til recently. At the thought
light would flash for her any min"You talk as if you have a temhim, she began to hum a soft ute now. Mary saw the glanceperature. Here!" She thrust the
tune.
"Linda," she said, "I'm surprised thermometer into his mouth.
Linda's face was more interest- at you."
He !settled back on the pillows
"Why?"
up' at. her.
ing than beautiful, with pale skin
"You're headed for a sickness resignedly, and stared
framed by black hair. But her
But she turned her gaze away from
t trouble."
eyes were lovely-dark blue. She yourself-hear at Mary with af- his, trying to still the beating of
Linda looked
was tall and slim and she carried
heart.
fection. The older woman was the her
herself with effortless grace.
After she read the thermometer,
world.
the
in
she
had
friend
closest
lipapplying
she
finished
When
she was able to linger only a few
t.
with tit:L?.
stick.atie drew her_clark red-lined She had to Pe.frank
by IsilnitteT: Ter mary Bowling
c
"Did I write it on
cape about her shoulders and hur_maned her to help with another
•
ried from her room in the nurses' mistake?'
patient. This was to be a busy
face."'
your
CZ
It's
written
"No.
this
duty
on
night
home. She was
night.
week. By the time she had crossed Mary told her."And it is a mistake.
the hospital grounds, her step was Chsuming Lockhart La wealthy, and
when Linda answered
disciplined even if her heart was there's another life wating for him IT WAS late
Chan's signal the.jecond Ume--GooD AT mintps—Nineteen-year-old-Barbarif Ann &vas,
If he ever decided to leave here. I
Dot.
her
she
practices
as
the
Ice
Dyer
Linda's parents were dead. She don't want you to learn to care too that tughL
-Of-Canada, sails gracefully
couldn't even remember her mo- much for him. You'll only be hurt." "I can't sleep." he coiii her.
figure-skating routines at Davos. Switzerland. Vivacious
The only light in the- rowel OURS
"You're a dear. Mary." Linda
ther. kler father, a doctor, had
Barbara Ann is a heavy favorite to win the Furcipea.n title at
'Prague on Jan. 13-15; the Winter Olympics crown at St.
Moritz On Feb. 2-6; awl the. World Championship at Davos
.
atz on Feb. 11-15.
\
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,in*de toblow up the contents.
$58.84 a hundred.
THE VOICE OF THE DOG
One'of the boys, a 16-year-old, is
B.' H, Snell, 2,21,0 pounds on one By TOM FARLEY
tile, son of . a well-known attorney
and a tenth acres, selling for
the president of the Atlanta
If Tido ran to the radio last night
$53.97 a hundred. He turned unLeague of Women Voters.
and listened attentively while a
der._ a good cover crop of vetch,
Another, Who is I8,- Is the
dog, barked, a roosier crowed, or a
_clover_ and wikat. sta
Baptist minister. A" thireT-- a lion roared, he was probebiy the
applied nitrogen and a complete
19-year-old assistant Scoutmaster, 'victim of a most convincing decepfertilizer.
fs the son of a Southern Railway tion. And, it's.an even-money bet
dispatcher.
that the sound which emanated
POUCH MARE SURE
Both the other culprits also come rom your loudspeaker was caused
Ga.
ATLANTA.
•
from good families.
by the versatile vocal chords of a
'
(UP,)-olicehasd
a billfold-snatching
Dr. Albert said over-indUlgence Small. Puckish man names Donald
pect, W. Clyde Alley, into a hoteL
by parents was,at least partially Bain-one of radio's most compe-'
recogr4e him: they
responsible for. -the---o.riminal acts tent animal imitators.
vation officer for Robcrtsou and Failing to
made Alley fetch his false teeth
started
Duncan
of the boys.
counties.
his
Bracken
did
year
last
who
Bain,
Mr.
a mattress and put 7
"The parents ase not al4les....t canine imitations for many of the
his duties on January 1 after from•beneath
them in. Then they made him take
service
civil
under
i's-Vos
blame, of course." the sociologi
qualified
having
a
at
fanciers
clog
country's leading
oft eYeglasstok and a sport coat he said. "They were merely follow- meeting of the
regulations.
the, National Dpg Week
had borrowed before arresting him.•
ing the pattern we moderns seem sponsors, has
as
much
as
to have set ns bringing up our chil- $10 per second for his...yepous barks
The mosiZe-et 'dna rifle enthusREAD Two CLABSPIREDS1
dren-letting them stay out late. and growls. Although no eater of
- Receipts of the--MelidOrt ot-ttante iasts of- ilia-Junior ron.erViititia
Clubs -have- a -definite - tarket
have cars, and so on."
dog food-not even the super, suall-time
and Fish reached a new
Tleo of the boys admitted using per, government inspected typesaim St now with the announcehigh in December when a total of ment of the time and site 'fie '
family automobiles in their destruc- Mr. Bain can imitate a canine ap$111.220 was received. Mrs. Gay 1948
shoot„..,
championship
tive expeditions, which occurred pealing fox food realistically
--,.hicorporated.
Washburn, chief accountant report- Adams. • superintendent of theduring early-morning hours. They enough to bring tears to any dog
ed. The December* tailleg is the re- clubs, - has announced that lei,
admitted breaking into autos, re- lover's eyes. He can reproduce the
sult of sale of 1948 hunt`laig. fishing, youngsters, survivors of club _and.
leasingethe brakes and letting the sound of any dog registered by the
and ether type is licenses and Pitt- district shoots. front Keatticky's
cars roll dewn hills to smash into American Kennel Club so accurately
man-Robertson funds. The total nine districts will fire forthe
buildings, fire hydrants, or any- that veteran authorities easily pick
is more than half the total amount title during the Fraiiklin Countything in the way
the different breeds.
collected by the Divisiott-during Sportsman's Club annual carnival
"The community is also at fault,"
Recently the subject of an article
1944. Receipts for the 1946-47 In be held near Frankfort on
Dr. Albert said. "Our recreation in Life magaziue, he has been
fiscal year totaled $617.000.
June 26 and 27.
facijities are not adequate and we heard, but not seen, on the stage,
The participants will be .gueits
reach less than a third of our chil- screen. and .television He was the
-sowed%
An Allen county man. Will C. pf .the Franklin club during the
dren-and then usually . only the cat's howl M. "I Remember Mama,"
*cells, of Adolphus., was' fined a two-day stay. The finals .91 the
ones who don't need help."
jungle noises in "Home of the
\
Vh
elleiNiAtti
total of $12250 on December 29
moskeet will be held. Saturday.
"Churches and sshooLs share the Brave," and the bairnyard collation
County Judge, Ernest C. Neil. Jone 26.
blame," he continued. "If their. in "Our Town." On his first screen
During the afternoon the youngon a charge of taking fish I,y
kis broken bones and—after he saw
training had been adequate: these venture he was asked to memorize
What he had Wanted at tAe hospital was to me
angling.
will-.Tee. taken on- a sight
HUM.
Other
method!
by
Melton.
sters
Linda
'youngsters would not have "ranted some 200 jungle noises within a
-Ircrat
tiiiis
aft
l
time—specia
first
her for the
_
by
ConservatiJn
tour of _the capital. the
arrested
was
Follis
seeing
7 -. •
days
----ecrtio what they did." .four
spent
he
this
do
To
week.
bedside lamp and from
Officer Jesse Lane on a charge of garlic farm., and . other histora•
'The educator called the episode at- the Bronx Zoo "mainly just sensed on tlie staff at the Erie said. "But I'm his e that will be from the of his radio, from which
hasn't actually the dials
him,
shooting and killing ftsh in a, places ,On Saturday night a camp... t'sial indicunaut of our whole sys- standing around in front of the Hospital for a long time before waiting for
came softly the melody of a Strauss
He had said so-but I
pond with- - a shotgun, Lane said fire program will be held. Govertem." lie said the "thrill urge"''Cages waiting for the animals to his death a few years ago.
a
Waltz.
like
nothing
s
ther
and,
fund
tru.st
small
Wal'left Linda a
was partly due to the fact that no make some noise."
"How hard are you trying to the incident occured at g pond nor Earle Ctrments and Earl
I." Mary reminded
instead of taking Post-graduate definite pro
Bandy farm in lace. director of the DiVision, will
youngster expects to get caught
His method of memorizing 'ani- work after. her graduation from her. "If I ere falling in love. I sleep?" Linda asked, trying to on the L. C.
doing wrong. The youngsters prob- mal sounds is simple. "I just get, the University of Chicago, she had would Iik,Ito hear the word 'marry' make her voice sound professional. Allen county. He declared the-a be invited to address the youngably had no sense of property the animal to make his noise three entered the Erie Training School ring o . Oh. I'll admit he's very but failing. silent. Then. suddenly. pond had recently been stocked sters.
Chan was
attractive but-"
by the Division of Game and
On Sunday the finals in the ,
value, he said.
or 'four times and then practice." for Nurses.
out and caught hold of
Now, as she approached the ' ease, Mary," Linda begged. he reached Expertly, he drew her Fish. Trial for Follis was set fOr rifle contest will be held at the
"Stiff penalties are decidedly not he explains. He considers canines
wrist.
her
me."
for
happy
hospttel steps. the chill wind from "F see be
January 7, but when. he wished to rifle range. Champions in the unthe answer," he slid. "I doubt as among the easiest members of Lake Michigan lifted her cape. The / Mary sighed. "I'm only sorry for down and kissed her.
Is
It was a brief kiss, but it caused accept work 'in another locality he der 13 age group and the over
'that court punishment would ne- the animalseskingdom ;to imitate. pale setting sun slanted on trees/you. Perhaps you think because
her heart to race madly. Vaguely. asked that he be permitted tO group will be•clowncel. There wel
cessarily deter them from further "Usually, you jilst have to make a that had been surprised by eaS I've never married-"
"I only think you're sweet.' she was aware of the strains of payee fine. The arrangements *ere, be 18 entrants in the moskeet
vandalism."
noise like a cat and the dog will early frost into yellow and pu •le
The Blue Danube Waltz floating made,- IV- Judge Neil and Anent &stalest while 126 will -participate
ing Linda said,
Dr. Albert sald the names of the sfart barking his head off," he says. and scarlet. Winter was c
She gave Mary's hand a quick through the room.
n be
county attorney •
in the rifle shoot.
culprits should not necessarily be -.'Even the low throaty sound- of and these leaves would
As she drew away from Chan. he
nse of pat and was on her say to 604. The
Linda felt a vague
kept out of newspapers. He be- the. "barkless" Basenji is included gone. for beauty that
said,- "Linda darling, I give you all
light had flashed.
st die.
regret
• Ann Eva. Kathleen, and Harold
the waltzes that Johann Strauss
lieve*they won't "become heroes in Mr. Rain's list. For this one, h
'pita', the
Frank I- Duncan. Mt. Olivet,
As she entered the
of
think
to
are
a
Gibbs have returned to their home
You
with
composed.
handsome;
ever
newswas
the
HAN
if
toplaymates"
was
to their
Clock in the entrapee hall
keeps his lips tightly pressed
has entered his duties as conserthem
hear
you
when
always
me
Hamilton Street after visas out
speakwithout
on
said
that
few
a
that
In
mouth
oYfive.
point
the
papers drive home
gether and produces a deep, heavy striking the hour
he
played."
what
got
usually
during the Christmas holiele0
the
he
ton
ing
that
0
0
of
off
....
stepped
at
she
4minutes.
•
Fuller
they are not heroes.
sound in his throat. The noise that
She said shakily, "You - you
_wanted. What he had wanted at
floor.
2 days. Harold, MAM in the United
I 0 0 1
ft. Fuller g
. The sociologist. who served as I gradually forces its way through vator on the si
that."
done
have
his
shouldn't
mend
to
the Erie Hospital was
se- 1311 day:
1 2 02 2 States Navy, le -spend
lieutenant colonel' on Gen. Omar his lips is not unlike a humati-ahor"Why not?" he asked. "I love
broken bones and - after he saw
HE sixth/oor -was known as
. relatives
ft 0 0 0 0 leave with frientiS> ard
Johnson '
ecial
attime-sp
you."
Bradley's staff at Ft. Henning dur- tie. It's sis
first
-human in fact. that Mr.
the
for
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where
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difficul floor. 'this
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0 0 0 0 Q after two years at mail -man on
Without answering, she turned
Barlow
ing the war, doubted thatsjuvenile .Bain is convinced that. the small the never
-ceasing flow of patients tention from Linda Melton.
ne-•-and Kathleen spent a
1 0 0 0 2
LaMarr
When she took the thermometer and fled from the room.
for
delinquency during this post-war terrier-like animal -must possess a came
r examination and diag0 2 0 0 0 week' in Detroit with their sister,
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Luther.
few rooms were reserved from his mouth that first day. she
period is a direct outgrowth of the sense of humor. "I think, he makes nosis
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be
(To
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relother
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and
you
"Are
asked.
Ellegood.
0 0 0 0 0 Mrs. W. R.
• Furniture
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war In the sense that violent acts his noise when he's perticularly for est cures for nervous patients.
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Cuba Drubs New
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I -have purchased the WHITE WAY SERVICE 4TA.1110N at the corner of Fifteenth and Main Streets.

3 Lynn Grove Takes Early Lead ToMm ,
From Kirkser-47:43-1--RaY g

it is-my-tit/6re-tcrmaintain-as geed-a-gervice station as

I know ho*.

o 1 os i

_My friends and-customers are invited to drop in to see
life atliar time..
J. C. BREWER
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e

;lit
ta'

J. C. Brewer, Owner and Manager
Telephone 9124
454.11.ancl-Main
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Club tVews

omen's Page

Locals

'''''''''' .up is
make'
recommended by Mrs. Pearl Haak.
Iced specialist at the UK College
of Agriculture and Home Economies. It. iritiao economical.. ,

Weddings

wifutats, mita.-PHONE SU

Cora Graves irc 6-Chib
Meets At Home Of
Meets With Mrs.
Miss Grace Wyatt..;
13_p_ddx- Ryan Friday
The Cora Graves Circle a. ow
Wile Floodlit Club met with Mrs.1

Activities

Recipe Of The Week IMO Eyes Donated
19.Mer.cy Bank
• A raisin cake that is qtlick to

cats-

FTOLLYWOM-_FILM SHOP

RICII GIRL/

-

1-2,eup raisins. 1-2 cup raisin-Hguid
sugar '
1-2 cup butter or'cilher fat
1 egg
1 144_ cups ft,* 2-3 cu crumbs
•
1 teaspailn - cinnamon
1 teaspoon allspice
1 teaspoon cloves
1 teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon baking powder'
Cook the ra,isins until, puffy in
Sufficient water to cover. Drain
Boil down the raisin liquid, or
add water, to make 3-4 cti
Creame butter and sugar,
then beat in, the egg. Mix and
sift the dry ingredients together,
adding- a small amount to the
creamed mixture until smooth.
Add a little to the raisin liquid.
mix and continue to alternate
With the dry ingredients-Until all
are used. Finally add the raisins
which were floured with a part of
the flour called for in the recipe.
Bake in moderate oven, 350 degrees, for 25 minutes.

By PATRICIA CLARY
United Press
Correspondent

sear

4Y- -1Y1A1),GARIT TA BR UCKIlk

NEW-- YORK (UP)-The EyeBank for, Bight Restoration, Inc.,
reported on its second year, announced that 150 hospitals in the
United States now are affiliated
with•it, that contritaitions had increased 50 pereeentnind that in two
eyes
years it had accasted
from the public.
-Ninety per cent - of the eyes - accepted were used for transplantas
lion, and the balance, which cciUld
not be certified as suitable..for the
operation,' were used in research
work.

- -HOLLYWOOD (UP)-Gig Yount.
--Gollege---Preelaseenisi7rchwatin--esetat-lier home •W North f=.
actor. Still autornetieally reaches
Tuesday everkng: at 7:30 with Mira Eighth street'Friday afternoon from
tear. Irrer• **Or Or.
a. menu when people call "Hey."
Grace Wyatt, Faymer avenue., • " 3 to 5: o'clock':
State.
THE foilowum morning. as Aunt It remands him of the days when
CHAPTER XERV1
Tht pnae tor high -score went to
Mrs Jaek .Fielotta. 'president. preI
considerably
beewas
Henrietta
What might be called a con=',
'
and
Mrs
11h11
he
was
a.
carhop.
Dwight
Stone
Mrs.
said
FTER a Wehrle Mickey
sided over the buSilSess seSSIOTI- The
ter. Mickey decided to have things
densed charm course will be preYoung himself 'never blasts his
devotional was, given by Mrs. Har- Roberts teceived the prise for low
Quietly -After all. Peter. 1 out with her at once. First, she told
sented by Miss Celeste Carlyle of
A very tasty Italian spaghetti , e:isn't the only one who wasn't ner of William's marriage to Lott* horn at the attendants in the drivevery interesting
ry Hawkins.
Chicago to women attending the
Ms. He never is cranky with tilling
and instructive telk was given by course was served by the hostess
ztraighttorward. You kept McDOnald ann, to her great relie1
Farm and Home Convention in
Mrs. W. J. Hopson whose subject - Those present were Mesdames :sure things from me. too. You her aunt reactiel to the news lir stalion attendants and nes.ir Mirk,
Lexington Jan. 27 to 30. A nationthe way that Rosamond had pre- it hotel clerks.
Alfred Young. Buel Jetton. Bill
was -Child Wcifa.•ils”.
lidn't tell me that Lottie Mc- dicted.
ally known style consultant,
Roberts. Dwight Stone. Chas. M
-1 figure one of them may be the
The hosts::: was iiiiisted by Miss
Donald was your half-sisterWilliam getting
Idea
of
"The
writer and lecturer. Miss Carolyle
Jas. Shahan. Allen Rose,
Lydia Weihing in offting delicious Baker.
himself involved with a COMM= biggest movie' star some day,"
loIn
didn't
explain
your
interest
in
will discuss 'clothing selection post•
exclaimed
hussy!
the
old
lady
refreshments to the members pres- Cleatns-McDaniel.
Young
said.
ner You expected me LO trust
• • S.
ure, voice .and charm. Another
indignantly "And the Idea of his
,ent.
Young-then Byron Barr-Was
you -and I dA7fecture will deal'with hair styles
having the audacity to become enTilt. February meinine wilt be
Peter still
ained stubbornly gaged to you when he already had in auto salesman acting in littie
and make up.
ciele-,,1 the Weihing residence cani
silent
a wife! Well, he needn't think that. theaters after business hours when
"Don't you understand why I just because the girl is now dead, he bought a one-way ticket to
Chestete,,,Street.
.
was afraid to tell 'you who I was he can go ahead and marry you as Hollywood. Three
days after he
after the way you -talked about though this secret In his past
rich girls,- Mickey went on "1 meant nothing. I shall call off the quit, he was still sure of success.
enu,
wanted so much to show you That
wedding and give lam it--ottR5s-or
e w
•
ii
of the Woman's Cour.- maid be a working girl-that I my mind!"
baked potatoes. stevd tomatoes.
Group
quite so sure, and three months
useless
Because
of
wasn't
entirely
Henrietta!
Do
you
mean
"Aunt
congealed pineapple salad, rolls,
ei)., 4. the First Christian Church you I ran away from home and
later he was almost convinced he
.
asked breathlessly.
totter and raisin cake..
Met it 2:30 Ttrec.day evening with started training for a war Mb Look that?" Mickey
was wrong.
•
. „, .. .
"Of course I mean it!" tier aunt
..
Woods, Main street
at my nands. Peter-they prove looked at her a moment, then addHe was so wrong, in tett, he had
AiW. I- Gifiamsa_lferth_i_
L. M. Over-bey. et-tear:sans I've been learning to work. Doesn't ed, "I suppose you are now going to go to work Cerving up hamburg-teereth-sseeet-eseiiesi-hes-boes•-to•-preshied_ uNer th
,h....,-,,,,, ,on _thag_1115e1111 anything to you?"
to tell me that you still intend to '
-i's-and- malts in a Hollywood drive
Peter's eyes wavered -gaged marry that young rapscallion.
GreirP,I 01 rhe Wnmens' c
(
nmtil f'r And Mrs. ft H Robbins conducted
[0 Then he was night clerk in a
lown Kt the =ids she held out Peter Standish?"
'
the First Christiae Church. _Toes- the , deeahmet
his inspection. Then. suddenly.
"Yes." Mickey lowered her eyes. i.ote1 and after that a windshield- day. at 2.10 Nlix• F.ahma Helm wait_ •The prehreni leader hfr, Edd , for
rie wined
"Please don't be angry, I'veirom- polisher in service station.
GINGHAM SP10E-Bright,
co-hostess.. The business Begrime- Ditiguid, Jr-. gave a very interest-'
-On darling. . ." He took one ised to marry him tomorr . He
Mr. and Mrs. Novel Pendergrass
They Didn't ,Know
was conducted by Mrs. H.,C. Corn. In g is 1k 'entitled "American of her hands in his, held it tightly has only a few days leave
-"
brown and white checked
and family have moved to their_
If
any
of
his.
customers
Wilhann. speaker.. Maud.: Blrotherbood." hoowed
.
--well."
Aunt
Henrietta
Inrecog"Very
:by
_T
-But don't you see that your being
gingham adds spice to ac,
ktt
food
..'„
new home near Coldwater.
with a sigh. "I suppose nized him as
budding Star, they
ed the- devotional in hi bearing' • This was 'foil
c very en: Michele Ryan makes all the dif- terrupted,well give my consent."
tress Barbara Lawrence's
and Mrs. Leon Cirde'ipent
Mr.
I
may
as
didn't
show
it.
the
world'?
I
.and ligisting speech which wes en- Payable social
ference
in
haven't a,
r.
Mr. and
tattpe crepe basic dress. The
Sunday in th4oporne
"Oh, darling," Mickey, seemly
cent. How can I expect a girl like
, titled Origin of the Dist4es
Young also was working at.
gingham is folded into a
Mrs. Burie Haneline,
you to marry me? I've no right-" able to believe her ears, flung her
Pasadena's oammunity playhouse,
416:0,
tcoj
Guile Razz:ell remains ill.
waist - minfmiting crushed
"Peter what does money mat- arms about her aunt.
The hostess served delicious re•
That day was to prove eventtal springboard to many movie cireers,
Darnell
Mrs.
Homer
G,
ter?
Do
you
Mr.
and
think
I
care
about
aboht
and
tied
cummerbund
•
freshments to the nine members
r ri,S 12
' 5
that? All that matters to me is in another way. too, for It brought and finally got an eye from a talent
of
200 wAvs
the Deck in four face-Hat- and son visited in the home
!arid Mrs Gatlin Clopton and Mr
you. Of course if you no longer the solution of the murder case. scout.
Perry Lamb Sunday.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
correct.
The
Peter's
theory
was
tering loops.
Williams. visitors
love me-"
He played in several movies unMr. and Mrs. MA Hill have
Thursday, January
"Love von!" He caught- her In father of Lottiel unborn child had
followed her to Detroit and killed der the name of Byron- Barr and
The Wesleyan Service Guild_.of his arms.
'nuked to • their new home near
---BnatttnilaW & Tines CLisaifieda.
:the First Methodist Church will
"You almost larote my heart her. Apparently fearing that the was rechristened _Gig Yonne after
Capt. Palmer Corn has returned Coldwater on Highway 121.
mitt at 7:20 with Mrs. John Edd back there at the police station. police were on his trail, he had he played under that name in "The
Attie and Canine Lamb. spent
suicide
In
a
rooming
committed
to
Wright Field, Dayton, 0., where
when you fobned straight at me
Gay Sisters,"
Scott. Main street
Sunday in the home of Mr: and'
leaving
morning
house
that
and never milled. Darling, never
He had one more good part-as he is stationed after spending the Mrs. Lewis Lamb.
note confessing to the murder.
do that again-promise."
holidays with Ns brother. H. C.
Th. Young Matrons group of :he,
Mr. and Mrs. Cody Tidwell spent
In answer, he bent his head and 'MITS. with the mystery cleared Bette Devi& lover in -Old .Ac- Corn and family, Mayfield Road
.
qeaintanre."
First Chriiiulo Church will meet Dressed his lips to hers.
Sunday in the home of_ldrs. Angie
up and with Aunt Herhietta re--"And then" 'Young says wryly,
the Disciple Center in the apamTidwell. ,
conciled to Peter, there was nothATER. sitting before the fire in ing-to -mar Mickey's marriage to -the Coast Guard picked up my
'!nerd of Mrs. Bradley Coffman
Mrs. AzDe -Ezell tell lain-week
Mrs. N. E. Wright, Mrs Minnie
11-.
the
library of Aunt Henrietta's him the next day. They were mar- option"
Miss Betsy Sto•oat is leader
Mann. Mrs. J. R. Naylor of Rip- and is suffering---wies-a----severe
nouse, they made plans to be mar- ried quietly in Aunt Renriettal
Young had two good parts after ley. Tenn, and Mrs. George Gat- strained rind bruised right:arm•
•
ried in two days. They would have room. The old lady had insisted on he
got back bat they haven't help- lin "r,i. Memphis are house guests
Sunday afternoon ta)lers in tbe
Rosiness and Professional • oriel week-end honeymoon bethis. saying spiritedly,
YOU ed him much .Warners hasn't re.' this 'week of Mrs. Vernon Stubble- home of Me and Mrs. A. L" liaZI Proust of the Ilfst Clinetian Church fore Peter had to Mb= to camp. think I can be kept away'Do
from the
will meet at 11 o'clock with Mrs
Then, Peter told Mickey more wedding of my only niece? If you leased- either "Escape Me Never'-or field and Miss, Mary Shipley.. The zell were Mr. and Mrs. William
about Lentie MeDonald. It seemed don't bring the wedding to me, Ill "The Woman in White"
George Hart. North Fourth street
group motored to Paducah yester- Carter and daughter and ME and'
that, not until the previous sum- get up out of this bed, doctor or
"What good dues it do to make day to vend the day with Miss Mrs Lyman Dixon and Dale.
i kiss Ruth Ashmore is leader,
mer. had he met her and discov- no doctor, and go wiletwWW YOU movies," he inquired. -when
••
Barber Singleton :is recovering
they 'Stnpley's sister, Mrs. Lawrence
ered the was his' hall-sister.
choose to hold the ceremilmyr
never get-out of the storeroom!"
from an attack of puenmonia.
Jacob.
Jeilmary .
-You remember I told you of
Rosamond was the only guess.
•k
Mrs. W. E. Johnson Celdwater meeting William in Canada last
Later, she and Mickey had a few
_113.ciad-..WW:he hostess to the North summer and of his making a pro, minutes alone together in the 1st
WA'Murray -Roinemakers Club. Mrs. position tome? he 'said. "Be told ters room while Mickey hurriedly
!Charlie trawford end Mrs .WIld- nit he was In a lam-that he had finished her preparations for going
foolishly married a guide's daugh- , away with Peter.
ier• Williams will give the lesson ter
several years before and was
"Eto it's a happy ending.' RosaAll rnemters are urged to attend now having difficulty persuading
mond.said, with a &Mllethe
!this ffrst meeting. of the year •
the girl to free him so that he could way, I saw William this interning.
g
alaned
chastenst
edhyer
or
..Do
g manyou
"
to
rnarri
get "u
rea li
gtooffserefi
comta
pro
PAynime
ng Hee/ee
tiusy
ite
situation so that she wculd be still think you might marry him?"
r
forced to consent to a de.. -e. I
Rosamond smiled again. "Well
mas disgusted and turned him see. However, he'U have to prove
"16wn
himself a worthy husband
-However. after 1 parted from 'war worker. He' was talking this
rum.
I
looked
up
the
girl
and
her
morning
of enlisting."
January. S. Thurs40-14ast -ski to" father. and that's when I made
"William? He must be chestregister icor full credit*,
• re,
41
'
1;:
it
the surprising discovery that the ened!" exclaimed Mickey.
January 12. Monday-Lait day to man a-as also my father, and the you be coining back to the
.1
enter Organized class,
girl my half-stster. I didn't remem- training school?" asked Rosamond.
January 14. Wednesday - Chapel. ber my father, for he had left my
"Of course! The married a poor
mother when I was quite young, man and mean to do my part I
Student Org
but
he
knew
that
Peter
Standish
said
I was gotng to learn to take
January 15, Thursday-Basketball
was his son. After deserting my care of myself-and nothing has
game with Tennessee - Poly. mother,
wet
he had gone to Canada changed that."
here, 8:00 p.m.
,
and, because of some unsavory epl"That's the spirit!" Rosamond
$1.95
'ode, had changed his name to held eut her hand."Good hick!"
• 1 •••
Values to $5.95
"
• We are offering some of he best
d. Then. later, as my mo"Good luck to you, Rosie-and
•
ROMRNIARERS CLUBS
1 divorced him, he married thanks for all you've done for me."
11-2-1T/ $2.95
"IF
jilretisto•
to
$6.95
bureirt this sate that--we'havv ever
• again. Lott* was his daughter by
Then, Mickey was running down
CALENDAR
i that second marriage."
the stairs to loin Peter, who was
$3.95
Wines to $7.95
offered, \The quality of the mer-January 8-South Murray Club at
"'Peter, dos-do you think William waiting in the hall below. He held
Lottier Mickey asked,
out his arms, and she went Into
130 in home of Mrs. J. C.' Brewer :
chandise 1*. high as ever and the re'"No. It's My idea she was killed them.
• January_11,-North 'Murray Club at
k.
' man who got het into
Darling, she whispered, loo
200 In home of Mrs. W. E. Johnr4
"
tile
ductions op the. price ire-such- that,
, trouble-the
father of the child she ing up at him with shining eyes
Is/10h'
was expecting. You see, the reason "I want to hear you say that you
A.A.,
January 9-Lynn Grove Club at _ene came to Detroit was because have no regret-s--that you love MI- you can buy several items at a.lsav•
1:311 in home of Mrs, Otis Work- .she was afraid of this man She chele Ryan just as much as you
. ing never before given.
Mickey
Slated him, but he was mad about ever loved
man'
Brooks."
• • •••• •
He ...
pre
.ssed his cheek. against
January 13-Faxon ettsb at 10:30 in 'tier To get away from ram, she
•"'".
VIne here and looked me up. But hers, n love some one else more
home of Mrs T. C. Geurin
COME IN TODAY
•
Me was terrified that he would Fan than ett er of them. That
January • 15 -Pottertown Club at low her nere--and that's whilici narnP
Ickey Standish."
and purchase those items you have
howie---of Stew -r-it" Oats '
,think happened. I believe he
--r1dieke standish." she rePerded
follow her and. In sieskigia fury, softly. "it's a beautiful name.
land
needed for so long
. _
with ADIEU
RICHARD
Januire 15-East Side Club InaJOTtilled her."'-it's my wife's name." he said
'But Peter, why don't you teil
project work day at 10:30 in borne '
close.
her
.
•
were
intskily.
-ROIding
:he police this"
••
of Mrs. Hunter Love
A mt-rso-ootowy., trAfff P'_• et
January. 16-New Concord Club - "I have told them.
skeptical at first, Wit now thefre (The character, END
at ta:00 am. In home
is serial are
fitfit thl
MIU Wirestigating
'that angle?'
fiettr,tious)
Montgomery
7Copyright 1942 Its rim.,,, Pubitsalne Co
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1138 Mash
1937 Ford

Cotton Blankets, pair ..
At*N 4,0%

GREER GARSONe

1936 Ford
,o1
1935

Ford
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Sheet Blankets, each ...
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Chenille House Coats .

MITCHUM • HART
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One rack Rain Coats .

$5.00

One bible Blousie

$1.00
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A -"PEACE PLATE" FOR TODAY
SCive Wheal/ gaud;Ant/ Seeps hePeacel

ACTION!
THRILLS !

4. 4, WIC Jan

1531°

One rack Winter Coats

Tle Citizens ha Committee Swish

FRIDAY
and Saturday

$3.95

•••

A-Model Pi
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41,

Use
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One table Girls Sweater!

THURSDAY PEACE PLATE

BOOMTOWN"- with ALAN LANE as
"RED RYDER".

SUNDAY and MONDAY
BOB HOPE
in -AO'

"WHERE THERE'S LIFE"

4

Frankfurters. with Sweet. Sour I teatimes' caraway seed (01rtlattal)
• Cabbage is the economical dish
teaspooes celery salt
suggested for today's Peace Plate. I traakfurters
Cooked as dIrected:you'll find that In a shallovr heavy pen, brown the gab.
both the humtde cabbage rid frank -bag, north- la the butter. Itelte tairetnier
tuner are glorified' byi an ,inde- the vinegar. btown raw, salt. caraway
seed, and celery salt and add to the cab•
scr.bable but -delicious
ertnin- bags Place frankfurters on top of cab.
gling of flavors add
rungs. base. Cover pen and cook ever low heat
For menu-contrast in co
and S minutes. •Enrolees.
texture, scalloped corn and' plate
BARED ORANGE MARSHof crisp raw relishes (carrot sticks,
MALLOW CUSTARD
green pepper -strips, onion rings,
2 eggs, testes slightly , e
and celery', if desired I are suggesty. trap sugar
ed. Baked 'Orange Marshmallow
teetpoo* salt
2 cam milk. scalded
Custard is a delightful dessert to
I in•rshrnallows
lop off this meal.
tahlespootas grated
rind
Mix the eggs with the sugar and salt
FR1L•illf-T'RTERS WITH SWEETAdd
milk
gradually.
Plant
a
marshmal•
sOUR CABBAGE
low In each greased baking ems am fill
5 rept Shredded cabbage
-81 full with the custard mixture. Add
• tablespoona hatter or fortifiedi mar. grated orange rind*,
earl-fel *be Cabe
Urine
In • part of hot water.and
ba
mod.
stately Slow oven of 325''F. tor 35 wip.
01 . cer; brown sugar, armly packed
utes, or until • knife Inserted In the cee•
1 teaspoon salt
ler comes out dean, se sersiege.
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BOYS LEATHER TRIMMED

NEW FAC
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WOOL 1ACKETS
$6.95
.value

$2.95
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CROSSWORD

For Sale

ACROSS
1-Pollts
41-Calls Uks owl
11-Dog
13-Look
14-Indefinite article
15-Sugla used to
form tentlalibe
noun
11-Like ashes
la-To spoil
20-Water animal
23-Weight of India
34 -Jewish month
26-Indian
cavalryman
25.-A state (abbr.)
25-Mont. award
11-Voids

FOR SALE-See tbe new Diamond-'
T truck-ad Cable Motor Company,
J10c
sized for e*ery need.

reof
the
in

FOR SALE-Practically new play
pen: 50-1b. ice box. Finis Thompson. Route -5. Two miles from
lp
Murray on Concord Road.

int,
yle

FOR SALE-Table, 6 chairs, china
'cabinet, buffet. Priced to sell. CorJ10e
ner 10th and Olive.

ter
les

/
FOR SALE-Practically new Eureka vacuum cleaner, with attach-Mens. Call 790-R. See at 712 Sycore St.
JlOp
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3

4

...owe:sang
UMW MUM U11112
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MI140 MAIM
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ZR&IILIGIbi ORO :•-irM
MO MAW
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,3
1
MIllgr2115110
MilfZU
WM!)
TON
4140
mic4N

23-flurried
35-City in Nevada •
36-Put on guard
39-A toast
43-Virginla (abbr.)
43-Devil
45-Aromatic berry
46-Wri11n5 tluld
411-Lemer
60-Amount
61-Pleat man
13-Goddess of
discord
66-Act
66-Mountain state
66-Tamed itOznan
road
61-8candlnavlane
62--Listened
6

5

7

6

9

13

17
:;-,/ 4

IN
•

r
09 ,C•
A
25' •:.<:/ 2b
7
4 31
/
7
50 '
..---T4 -- __.

18-

R SALE-I.nair Steinheit binoculars. 60x30, coated optics. 1 German Rodenstock camera. F 4.5
16 -ex-, on 120 film -Donell
itadio. 203 South Sixth Street.
J 10c
hone 387.

.29

_awarlee
bedroom stufte-Alton Garland, Rt.
lp
6. Meek*.

2

24

22
27 /r1
,1
3Z

47
52

Notices

/S

94

57 SS

to

DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction
Sale every Saturday belinning- at
1030, rain or shine. $2.00 if they
I. LaPai 'maim
don't sell, $10.00 if they do sell.
Anybody can sell • .. anybody can
buy-Main Street car Exchange
SPENCER SUPPORTS-Look, feel
and Auction Co, Hopkinsville
and be your best in an individually
KY.
designed -stipport. Guaranteed fitNOTICE--Destroy termites. Free tings-- Mrs C,Ilie Barnett phone
"p
inspection. All work guarantee-13. 484-M
I
Frank McKinney, P. 0._ Box 471,
J8p
Mayfield Ky.

55

water ways
2-Within
6-To copteini
4-1m
6-Latvians
S-An exclamation
1-Bone
S-Former price
niter
I-Girl's nickname
10.-To
16-Carved !Inure
AY-Beginners
--161Pnglish school
19-Ornamental
strip of cloth
2I-Jug
n-Tosses
33-Impiemcn25
34-Prellx• half
-14-46est. SO birds
31-Cams to earth "
35-Finished
40-Kind of sheep
41-Sour fruit
44-Oirla flare*
47-Teener shrub i
Rethaderyatlo:ppriinclting
9-m
445
52-Human

1-eefls • clown
5660-Son of WW1

Fame and Fortune
Rewards Invalid
y. U. Graduate •

s,_
MAIN.STREET_,,LeiLI

-ost and Found1 SHELBY."Miss. (U.P.)-The

MOTOR SALES
Use Our

G MAC
Mori&ly
Payment
Plan
for
USED CARS
TIRES
SHOPWORK
"Ride now and pay
later
1941 *nick
1938 Oldsmobile
1937 Ford
1936 Ford

A

i935 Ford
1917.

Chevrolet Pickup

A-Model Pickup
WE BUY, WE SWAP,
WE.,SELL,
•
CARS

-TIRES -PUT

General Tires
ON YOUR CARS anti
TRUC1KS

OMAHA. Neb. tUlat --The man
who Made boots for the late Gen.
George S Patton, Jr.. is studying
today the etiquette of fox hunting
as he reconverts his plat to the
peace-time market.
H. E. Dehner, -president of
Dehner Co., Inc., custom makers
of military boots, - said that since
the war's end, his company for the
first time in its 37-year history vies
concentrating on, pleasure riding
bootsrather than military footwear.
in .1,be compapy's Ides ar.•
the military footprints_ of the nation's great. There are the leg
measurements and'° the pencired
outlines of the feet of such wartime' generals as Jacob- L. Devers.

DOWN
10

2

le

Dia_

"One Lynching
Takes Place In
Ion

jan. a. tuna

or.
Use The Best
8003E16 First Grade
Veterans to Be Tau h
LEE TIRES
ustness • e
;12.84
Plus Tax

-- Caw Responds '
Flat. MI his back. Bullock's body
painfully stiffened into a- siting
position. With only limited use o
few fingers, his
his arms and
•
days werC- grim.
But then there was Martha Anne
-110w grown fclitifnoSt eight-and
that inspiration of childhood. imp/

MADISON,Wlk -(1/P)-Wisconsin
veterans with an eye on the business future will get a boost from a
special two-year program started
PONTIAC CARS
by the Universitir- of Wisconsin exGMC TRUCKS
diirslon in. Milwaukee.
Teal
. SALES and SERVICE
• four-semester course that
apteaehes the veteran
NEW FACTORY MOTORS proach busineSs problems of the
day wit % practical.. usable knowlAND PARTS FOR
edge Is being offered. The_ proPONTIAC CARS
grant is designecRso that the vetEXCLUSIVE
•
aran will be able to Work part time
and
Automobile Franchise
v.tile attending school
irubsietence
monthly
Regular
GMC TRUCKS
America's Lowest Price
For
payments by the governinent are
Car .... $595.00
EAT COVERS FOR ALL available to the veterans, as well
as tuition.fees and hook costs.
'MAKES and MODEL
DemonstrafOrs availablt 90
•
days from date orde d
PHONE 59.
.af the Short Creek
Jerry Litsa
4-H Club' in- Grayson county fias
Write P.0. Box 437
206 East _Main Street
banked $1,000 from the sale of
Chicago, Illinois
calves prodnceChy one co.
J..CX paltdimj • .1.
•••-t •
•

Business Opportunity

LEGS', ARMS

• B.uchanan-News

WE SELL

RUBBER $TAMPS

r

Ledger & Times

Sluggo Falls for,a Liao

NANCY

LET'S RIDE

By Ernie Buahmillor
••••

OH, I'M
SURE IT
WONT
BE
CROWDED

DOWNTOWN
AND SEE
THAT NEW
MOVIE

you
IF YOU
SAY SO

BUS
STOP

BUS
Si-Op

..minahr imp

.•
ABBIE an' SLATS

Interruption

on A-1

IT 15;:crsvyto4vi

By Raeburn Van Buren
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Love

LI'L ABNER

stop. t•OU

AH KNO'WS

.EI:
FOOLAYTI-4
NO TELLING
HAPPEN IF a
PLUNGE INTO I
.THAT- .
ATOMIC,
DARKNESS.Fn Al.,

wHUT'Ll..

wan

By Al Capp

Will Find a Way

•
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was in 1941 and was for that type.
Before the war, the general wore
a high, three-buckled field bootKetzler said. The - Office file show.A
paitterns oat to fit Patton's feet and
legs when he was a lieutenanttolonei in 1938. The fitting, made
at the company's Fort Riley
branch, was the last. All later
ariters were cut to that pattern.
Ketder was careful to point out
that, although he made boots for
generals, lk also makes them for
privates.
Ketaler. gray-haired anizi inuswho eektoin wears beets.
said 'that 'during the war
shipped about 40 pairs. of • Wilk
boots a day to overseas officers and
,alike. fle now ships
enlisted me
foreep,..„gilthough-fhT
u
to
number of orders has &lipped to.

-ArWorld War ft leader of tlie•lit
Some of the - Dehner company's
mored . Division isize 1 1-28).
main- business-mow comes from ,
The best eu,stomer of the---boot-- military schoeds. Other orders cynic • •
niaker for generals" was "Blood iron- state and 'city police depa6.7..
ments.
and Guts" Patton
;
But with.the end of the 'iv*,and •
Dehner boots were on Patton's
feet--through most of his .military the dissolution of the cava4ry,. the
in
_fitted by the main business it the manufacture''
HOW HUMBLE CAN IT SE?--birs. Carl Miller and her font young children are shown
•oe--pleasure riding bootie
founder of the -company, the
'-the chicken coop thn hat been their home since they were evicted from their residence
•
,Carlton C. Dehner. shortly after
two months ago. Miller, a middle-aged laborer, who-was away at work when this photo was
by
.Patton-s
Point.
graduation
West
weatherproof.
it
make
to
board
corrugated
With
shack
16-6y-24-foot
the
lined
made,
.
He wore boots made by the same P
company through the_ enure Euro- A
1
ad tree Proe) .41,••
T
N
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons and pean campaign.
ders and- Eugene Channey (Mr,
V
------Yi
Chances are *..
11•••' son spent Lett Wednesday night
rliinney-is from Mueray:
I
N
ria Lou Jackson of Parts. ifarmer- with Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders. pair of boots manufactured by the
T
Hope exii-yone enjoyed the boll-- ly of' Buchanan. Route 1) tind.James
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Garner spent Omaha concern that were fastened
The Immot Blevems Co. I
days as much as we .dtd. It seems Outland ef Murray. a...'"ongratuta &norday night -With Mr. and Mrs. to the empty saddle on the gen- _ .Aote..ca s Outitsnding Art.hewl
d 1910 0
bi,
co i-: these newly •wedk.. we Herbert Afton and children.
to me that Christmas and New tis
eral's horse 'when Patton's funeral
.11 1`.0
.
6110
- -Lopardle,2.Xv.
540 SO. Brook 5f Years should be celebrated more hile they will have a long and
Mr and Mrs. Zolon Claytoil and procession wound slowly through a
earnestly than some de.
children of Murray visited Mr.
r...
.
thr
,
tre
_tuvehumk
‘
anrihaz):
' There Were some weddiniet-fr
and Mrs. -Ban Clayton Sunday.
around here over the holidays-"Brownie•
Simmons have been s c , an •
William Edwin Bucy and Miss
week.
last
days
few
a
to miss-school
Aleen-Chikutt, Miss Dorothy SanSNOW MAN TOO TOUGH
Mr, and Mrs. Lee .Garner spent
• ,
Friday night with Mr. and Mrs.
EVERETT, • Maus. IU.P.t-Bruce
Bullock responded.
.
Nalor Clayton.
McLean. 16, a regeeber of the EverBesides dolls, he carves other
Mr. ani Mrs. William Cherry of ett High. School- football squad,
tiny objects from balsam woodthings such as cotton bale earrings,. MumilY-V17171T"firr and Mi,. mu- Went I through the 194j season
..
grigtr
bracelets, buttons, lapel button's, pett-Aanders Friday and Satercialy witekaa an jujuey on.kbe
watch fobs, brooch pips and rings. and •titterided the ball' game at But when .ke made a hard flying
s, tadao at a iiii snow man hehad
•,
In June. 1947, hts -Coggycraftw4 ucharian, Friday.eight. Mr._ and Mrs. Marra Ray and. made on bit_ _taint._Jay broke his
itons_weeva special award at the
was tarrIT-to the
Doll Muni of Usa.American Hobbrirsons spent SatitrdaY 'night with Mr. cetjarbine and
,
hhapitaL
"and Mrs__Ciaud Lamb and son.
Federation in New York.' - '

effort
rent:mrt?,.t.p a chrield.
ick
has
stme to cheer
a c
svfhp
Blue tick hound. Chred- :t'
mas Eve night, cqllar with no suited in it totieft of fame and forvictim.name on it. Two spots on Sight tune for theCogdell Buliock--called Coggy
side. Reward. Call .141*-M or
JI0c his Tilitnds-has been flat on his
9194.
back' for 15 -Years, paralyzed' by
a rthrit is.
His days were long and often
painful. But his constant ray of
light was Martha Anne Bagwell
2 and biight as a button.
litartha A,nne liked cow. and
a1q
s.
Coggy liked her-He reveled in her'
friendly , childish prattle. her im=
TUSKEGEE,
agination andr.her comp:ono:IA-44
-Tuskegee Institute-I Department
foggy entertained Martha Anne
of Records and Research revealed
by whittling away at model aialocki,y in its annual report that
planes. It was tee first work he
there had been only one lynching in
had done with his hands is 10 _
the nation in 1947.
years.
The report, released by Tuskegee 1
Agars Doss U
president F. D. Patterson, '...id that
One day' in 1943 Martha brought
at least 31 lynchings had been preCogy a few oceans to ci.A. At
vented, 24 bf officers of the law.
acorn was mixed with the bunch
six
listed
department
In 1946. the
Looking them over casually. a
lynchings. There was only one
of inspiration came.
lynching in 1945. two in 1044. and spark
He decided to paint an impish
.
three in 1943.
the acorn. attach it to •a
Thik year's* victim was Willie- face on
neck, Use a pecan for a body and
24-year-old _Greenville. S.
complete the figure with' arms. feet
C.. Negro. Accused of stabbing_ and
'and legs.
robbing a White taxi driver, Earle
Martha Anne watched in fasciwas taken from jaii- by a mob.
not qulte certain what he
After being shut to death, his body nation,
was doing. Suddenly she bright,
was mutilated by slashing.
Twenty-eight taxicab operators-- ened.
"Coggy'l- made a doll," she
charged in connection with Earle.'s
death were freed by a Greenville squealed delightedry.
And so he had: for that was the
itleY. •
"Coggy Dolls," now
The report disclosed Six border- first of the
coast to
line caseft, which weie not included becoming famous front
-as lynchings because sufficierft evi- coast as party favors and .dinner
Place-card markers.
dence had not been obtained.
Reason for 1.1vhqr.
These' cases iivolved Joe Nathan
tiny, deliRoberts, at Sardis. Ga.; Red Marks. -Now Cogwell turnliThe
a mass proTobe Marks. Joe Wickerson, and an cate figutitA ont on
unnamed Negro. at Oakwood. Fla., duction basis.with the help el his
and Charlie (Bud) Smith, in or mother and -sister, He's still in lied.,
near; Angier, N. C. All were Ne- but now he has a reason for tieing.
Things were different back in
groes.
in the 31. instances in which 1926 and '17----eetieti ife- Wrir
lynchings were prevented, police'. football for the Delta State TeaCellege. Cagwell stayed on
Ithd city officials stopped 24; four ctiers
time, for
would-be victims escaped by.flee- the bench-most of the
ing; twO were saved by persons not he had 'a strange, gnawing pain in
officers of the law, and in one in- his hip.
He was graduated in 1929. took
1:ad
stance, a lynch victim left att.41
his master's degree in mathematby a mob. survived.
Of the total, 27 were jn wnithern ics at Kentuiky ' University when
states, and four were hutside- the le was 22. The vain persisted.
He entered Duke- Uniiererly for
South.
and wound up in a hosDuring 1347. a total of 44 persons
were indicted as participants in pital with a diabetic corria, He'reattempted lynehings. covered, left scpool. .returned to
tyrternngs
Delta State to teach mathematics
There were A4 acquittals.
an a gradeate scholarship -in 1931.
But WY .January. 1932. the --mysternius pains had' grown alarm-

Written Guarantee

red Germany.
Once For Generals'eTique
Patton who wore size 8 I-2D. was
4e. war to the low
during 1.
Boots Made Now jiart1
"tank 1Yoote1:•--Ikhich he helped de-.
-1Go To Civilians _ velop, Ketzler said. The last orckr
the company received from 'him
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American "Wprnan Conductor Wins
Ovir Membe?of French Orchestra-7

DOCTORe_ RED

By THELMA
a.
THOMPSON
- ;PARIS -4U,P.I, "We will - begin musleiaoti. of the Coniiryatory
With the letter 'B' of the mcond 'orcheetrC ene • of the best -Eno-ern
Only a few short weeks be....tneyement!"
.
__.___ ._ __ .
-s: flit the European .c.ontinent. were
fore, Nurse Linda Melton had
i
a..
her radiant.
vibrant
With
sweep
.a
of
.•
__....,
thought she would be the
"ft took us a quartiq of an hour
littertriss, the Mat woman condorbride of Channiny Lockhart,
uA
nd
i
e
e
x
rst
li
an
i
s
i
s
.neik
he
,
.
y
wrrf
h.G
o
vo
e
iay
m
e:ts
i
,
n
"
.
'
to
France
perfonm in
tee' ever*
whose health she had worked
drot•te• the orchestra of the Curiser- said
iratory t
so tirelessly to restore. But it
4111e-first violln -Se03.1.4.1 7.19tit once
jor-iseet
-Taut elm_ --ere-terelenarent-was Marilyn Yen Courtland
eee
She_, has such control over the orwho actually wore the bright.
.PhOBY:
•
new wedding ring of the mitt
At first , the all-male orchestra cheistaa. Such: perionality. ThereIs nothing frail and.odotrianfy atotit
thinight it was a joke: .
who loved only Linda. Linda
A woman conductor, they inut- Miss Kullmer!"
foresaw her own future with
tered while nuking fur_the called- -111 His- verdict on her. conducting.
terrifying accuracy. Her heart
• did not come as a sin-prise to Anne
for selectiJn..
would be broken. She would
who had her -training
Then. Anne Kullmer. 294car-wear
neglect her duties and make
, under the noted 'German 'orchestra
old American woman
her first fatal mistake. She
shovel up -the sleeves Of her a V Y tleader-wilhelrn Furl waengler.
would resign or be barred
siveater,
sloppy
BItched
Joe
blue
- Talented as Child
from her profession. What
up her tweed skirt and placed her
Horn. in a small middle'wester?).
Linda did not expect was to
135 pounds squarety on her black towri iri" the United States. Anne
meet Dr. Lee, his own heart as
slipper-clad feet. Kulltner 'id Macomb, Ilia started
heavy as hers from a tragic
• ",•New let's hear your sing;" she her- - training under her. pianist
trick of fate, but with ideas
shouted. The Fren:hmen were mother at the age of four. At
and courage enough for two.
baffled.
thirteen idle already was..aatal
An absorbing serial story beed child _violinist, and won the
- Players 'Understand
"We'll
back to the, some National _Federation of Music cona
ginning
LASSIE HONORS A HERD-Lassie, famous movie and radio collie dog star, visits springer
square:" she said in hailing French: test:-." --•
•
-wricrm-TopperreCenilY rescued from a
The, whole orchestra undersboil,
For five years she played in the
Tattlespake when she was playing near her home in Van Nuys, Calif. Topper, which killed
and dutifully returnedaato letter Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra,
the snake but got to bites during the battle, was given the fiedheert Awani.tor Valor.
and at the age_of 21 went to EuWitt a mean'ineful gestture, she rope to study at the Leipzig Con*
began to conduct the Beethoven servatory of Music,
•
liia ear she Was the only girt
She above all knew that t •
•
work would he, her acid test. The In Pititztri-ntatattite-14aa-s-r---. •
urry kute
musicians co
•
play a.-r
per- elam. The year before the war
Well friends here conies a ?tiv Ltoimance with their on% closed. broke Out, she had contracts .fb
-. ___,.
items from R: V acain. so Skase Would they do their extra special conduA the Berlin Symphony! Ori
- . .34EMPHIS. Tenn- Jan ,•;',..-i.U.Pi-a i ,lualgi.s . chose the
"-aetre all over blue-eyed call or come tell me if you, have performance for her?
She- thumped the conductor's
At first, Furtwaenglet would not/
if ---- -A' atatelV: blond Texas'laeauta. queen after- a day bf interviews news_'
,
stand. With her .back-ayes burn- hear of tutoring a woman eoh9-?year-old Matilda_ Nail_ of Fort • ancl_atipearances-pf the '
:L
. contest- I-Offr-little communuity
.<
has been
ing and her lar6w,n hair falling in ductorgp but • after 'he heard her
. Worth./ reigneetuday •as the. 1948• ants They. apOeared in street
Well blasted by having no serious
- -----"'-'• MaiciYof CoRZ.n.
Unruly curls the American . eon- lead the Berlin otchestrt in`a trial
• dressee-od -bathing suits. 'and at
.
illness recently.
.
With
session, his verdict was in her
alert.
.
"a
.
,am,. lah ..:.,,,,E.N# 11..-11, -ii.e--infereterli- _
.- .
. gaspirci_ri
• ductor turned to, the first
Every one enjoyed the Christ:
Kroger Baking
"Now;look -here." she said, in a favor.
here
, nigh_whettlwhe_rwas , drookes-• ,_.
• -111t
--bias holidays and are settling down 'trot* American ac,eent. "1
Supplies!
handed the n e bouquet Tirrusesi jMISS Nail's CcatOfTle• et the
kneW. . ,Aftee she. has -finished her prof,
final
to work and school again. .
;au can play this 'piece by heart.
-tript-throughout _Europe. Miss
- arid. cotton tio
signifing that judrang was blue- ito match her
Mr• and Mrs. Hardin Oiler _arid But. I. don't want it thin way I Kullmer, who is jilltiL -Dickson in
judges had chosen he . om trionif, eYereaLlife, will retertt. to her Ver- - Ha,:n.rick. teho-.'won- second- farm* moved from the Robert want it to be ex.cititut._to-yriss.
22 southern hells to -be-- ttearasi . Mite
....dium _iitcrnde wilt! Nen_i_r_gi _ farm to the ara_King _farm well as the audience!"
.
pi.„.
moat farm.. _
tritarraat,aeal r-riaasea
'
Her husband:* -a. major _in the
Skeptical at First
,a eyes. a graduate of Converse east ef New_Coneord. We hated to
. Today the trlueleyed - -13-eiversity ,see them move away, ar"
He was Skeptical at first, .hut-t-Uaited States _Army. The. young
welof Texas student began,a round of-1 Colle
a. t Spartanburg!. S. C.
come Mr arid Mrs Ruble Thurman later when slse showed her knowl- rfeminine conductor met him while •
'entertainmetit and trave_lr that will
a winner Miss Stoll
Third-p
and daughters-our new naigh- edge of each part Of the symphony she was playing an important role
include a - six-months. 'al•-•felm6
--- 110141 lenivorck..
;a :petite- grey eyed
.
in the American-Secret Service in
tour of the country, France andlblcinde. is a - senide,,at Southern burs. air.° Mr. and Mts. Otis Fal-- he was petsuadeeti _
well - 1,, the Lalbar Hendon farm- . In the corridors oftorWardsothe Germany in 1940. . -1
Great Britain,
. to display- the, Methodist University. "a-La
:Dallas.
-latest styles in"Viltnan--- - ---- Tex She was the 1947 home- they -purchased from Mr. Bury. I
reckon That is alt the moving that
- Catherine Hamrick =. of -Gatf-i corning -queer there and twice ,
..e.
ney. $ C .placed second, in the's:campus -besii,.,,c contests ,iludge-cl by ka been e1irrie near here.
s-Eri .and. Vera Miller and
il B De Iffille
• evreOetition and Elit.d5eth And! Varga and
Stollenwerclt. . 20. of. Waxahachie.[ - _'Ilse- list of contestants inclUded: Mrs. Ev-a- Farris visited Mrs: Annie Futrell Tuesday afternoon.
"Tex was, -third
' • Tennetsee-Betty Jean Stocker
Bag
•- . Miss -Nail. .who is 5 feet 8 1:-2. of - Chattanooga. 'Geneva Trim of -Mr. and Mrs. Dave_ Harmon and
aa" •
,you eon_ vieited Mr and Mrs. Lee Cara- _ INSTANBUL.,
Lb
$1
"
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